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Letter from the President 

 

28th February 2021 

Dear fellow members 

I am sorry to record news of the deaths of two members, Ron Kendall and Lucian 
Nethsingha whose picture appears on the front cover, also of Richard Shepherd, 
composer, singer, schoolmaster, cathedral chamberlain, on 20th February. Sometime Organist of Exeter 
Cathedral, Lucian died on 12th February, peacefully during his sleep; Andrew and Alison were able to be 
with Lucian throughout his time at the hospice in Cambridge. Lucian is best known for his distinguished 
work at Exeter Cathedral where he was Organist from 1973 until his retirement in 1999. But prior to this 
he was Organist of St Michael’s College, Tenbury, from 1959 until his move to Exeter. An obituary of 
Lucian appears on page 3 and I hope to include an obituaries of Ron and Richard in the April edition. 

I hesitate to talk about vaccines as I am aware that there are many still anxiously awaiting an invitation 
to book an appointment; but the speed of the vaccination programme has been remarkable. By the time 
of writing, many members will have received their first jab. Despite the probability of new, potentially 
more dangerous, mutations of the virus, the lightening of the national mood is noticeable. For the first 
time I feel optimistic that, even if we won’t be able to arrange organ crawls, at least we may be able to 
organise events of some sort in the latter part of the year. Please note that, because of the government’s 
timetable for easing lockdown, it has been necessary to rearrange the President’s Evening, a river cruise 
with buffet supper on the Exe Estuary. The new date is Thursday 8th July. Further details will be given in 
due course. I intend that we hold our AGM before then, either in person, or online by zoom… 

If you still haven’t visited the association’s new website at http://www.exeterorganists.net, I urge you to 
do so. Graham has been adding more pictures from events over recent years and a picture of the superb 
Christian Smith case at St Peter’s Tiverton, and the Father Willis console – featured in the June ’20 edition 
as the Editor’s 2nd favourite case in Devon – have appeared recently. It amazes me that so many Devon 
organists are unfamiliar with this wonderful instrument. We must organise a visit when this becomes 
possible – maybe taking in St Mary Magdalene Taunton and St John the Baptist Wellington the same 
day: a visit of three -tons. 

We welcome Penny Cowman as a new member of the association. I know Penny from my Bath days 
because not only was she Honorary Secretary of the Wiltshire & Bath Organists’ Association, but she also 
served in the Abbey Shop. Penny was a steward at the 2016 IAO Festival in Bath. “Desert Island Discs” 
are contributed by Andrew Millington, former Director of Music at Exeter Cathedral and regular 
contributor to The Cornopean. I am delighted that we have been able to continue the inclusion of articles 
written by non-member guests: in the fourth of his articles, telling the story of his career, James Lancelot 
reaches in Durham. I had thought that this would conclude his series, but you will see that at the end he 
hints at a supplement… Ian Carson has contributed the first of four articles telling the background story 
to his quiz for travelling nerds. Two new books are commended to for your attention and they are 
reviewed in this edition. You must guess which author’s self-portrait is reproduced at the bottom of this 
page. Nerdy Corner this month returns to the pairing of buildings with people. 

Remember to stay safe until your vaccine takes effect and to keep to the law on lockdown… 
with best wishes, 

 
 

Peter King  

 

  

http://www.exeterorganists.net/
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OBITUARY 
LUCIAN NETHSINGHA 

On 12th February Andrew and Alison Nethsingha sent 
us, and many other friends of Lucian, an email to let 
us know the sad news that Lucian had died 
peacefully in his sleep early that morning. They told 
us that his final days, spent in the Cambridge Arthur 
Rank Hospice, were calm and without fear. He 
retired in 1999 after 26 years of being Organist and 
Master of the Choristers at Exeter Cathedral.  

His story is remarkable. Born on 3rd May 1936 in 
Colombo, Ceylon, he was educated at St. Thomas’s 
College, Mount Lavinia and was awarded Gold 
Medals (Piano) by Trinity College in 1952 and the 
Associated Board in 1953. In 1954 he came to 
London to study at the Royal College of Music and was taught the organ by Ralph Downes and composition 
by Herbert Howells, who described him as “one of my most musical pupils”. It is remarkable that Lucian 
hadn’t played a real pipe organ until arriving in London a few days before his interview. He moved on to 
study music at King’s College, Cambridge with Boris Ord and David Willcocks. He frequently attended 
services in the college chapel and I’m sure that is where he learnt a great deal about choir training from 
both of his tutors. 

In 1959 Lucian was appointed Organist of St. Michael’s, Tenbury and broadcasts and recordings of the 
choir received much praise. He was kept very busy as there were 13 choral services per week and he had 
no assistant to help him!   In addition, Lucian broadcast several organ recitals from Tenbury. In 1965 he 
married Jane, who is remembered by everyone with great affection. Their son Andrew, now Director of 
Music at St John’s, Cambridge, was born in 1968 and their daughter Alison, now a Senior Artist Manager 
based in London, was born in Exeter in 1973.  

Lucian succeeded Lionel Dakers as Organist and Master of the Choristers of Exeter Cathedral on 1st January 
1973. I remember the Head Virger’s father stopping Lucian as he was about to go into the organ loft to 
play his first service saying ‘Visitors are not allowed into the organ loft sir, only the organist’ to which 
Lucian replied ‘I am the organist!’  From the start Lucian built up a strong relationship with the men of the 
choir. Julian Sutton, a bass lay clerk, remarked that ‘his many gifts and qualities inspired commitment, 
loyalty and a strong sense to sing well and that his rehearsals were always relaxed, good-humoured and 
efficient, no matter what the circumstances’. His relationship with the boy choristers was summed up 
rather well by one of them who, on a special TV film about the choir, said ‘Sometimes he’s very strict and 
sometimes he’s very kind. It’s not a good idea to get him into a bad mood, so when he’s in a good mood, 
you’ve got to keep him in a good mood!’. When conducting the choir, he knew the music so well that he 
didn’t need to look at the score, enabling him to communicate exactly what he wanted from the choir by 
his expressive hands and face.  

Through the Diocesan Choral Festival, and as Diocesan Organ Adviser, Lucian established warm 
relationships with many parish organists. For many years, and with great distinction, Lucian conducted 
the local choral society, then called the ‘Exeter Musical Society’. He had perfect pitch and I remember, as 
the accompanist, he sometimes had difficulty keeping the chorus up to pitch during rehearsals. The 
concerts however were always of an excellent standard. 

Twenty-four Evensongs were broadcast from Exeter Cathedral during Lucian’s 26 years at Exeter and a 
number of commercial cassettes and CDs were produced. My wife Heather recently chose a psalm and an 
anthem from the collection to be played at her mother’s funeral. It was good to be reminded of the 

 
Lucian Nethsingha playing the organ of Exeter Cathedral 
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beautiful and sensitive singing that Lucian produced consistently from the Cathedral Choir, which caused 
me to remark to Heather: “It’s even better than Kings!”  

Lucian and Jane held many parties in their home at 11 The Close, especially after concerts and other 
special events. Jane, who taught at Maynard School for many years, was a wonderful person and gave 
excellent support to Lucian and the family. When Lucian and Jane retired in 1999, it was not a great 
surprise they chose to live in Cambridge. When Jane very sadly died of cancer a few years ago, Andrew 
and Alison were worried how Lucian would cope without her.  They say that although he missed her every 
day, he had a wonderfully full and varied life in his final years. He was last in Exeter on 10th March 2020 
for the funeral of David Conway, an organist and great supporter of music at Exeter Cathedral. Lucian was 
delighted to see so many friends again and full of energy and stories. May he rest in peace. 

Paul Morgan 

New Member 
Penny Cowman 

We welcome Penelope Cowman to the 

association. Penny writes: 

I grew up in Exeter where I went to school and I 

started learning the piano at the age of 7, 

however, I didn’t start lessons on the organ until I 

was about 14 after my family moved to Clyst St. 

Mary and I joined the Church Choir. I read Civil 

Engineering at Bristol University and pursued a 

career mainly in major highway engineering, 

however, music, playing the organ and singing in 

choirs and choral societies, has always been my 

relaxation. I was organist at Clyst St. Mary until we 

moved to Bath many years ago. Currently I share 

organists’ duties at a small Parish Church near 

Bath and I have been Hon. Secretary of the 

Wiltshire and Bath Organists’ Association for a 

number of years. 

 
Desert Island Discs 

Andrew Millington, former Director of Music at Exeter Cathedral and a Past-President of EDOA 

presents his choice of recordings for a lonely spell on the imaginary island. 

It has been a difficult but enjoyable process trying to limit one`s choices to eight recordings, and I have 
gone for music which I think will give me pleasure and some nostalgia as I while away the hours in glorious 
solitude. Much as I love my chosen instrument, I feel that I can exist in this environment without the 
organ. The appreciation of organ music needs the buildings and acoustics associated with the instruments, 
and that is not easy to capture on disc. I hope that the choice below is an interesting and varied selection. 

CONCERTO IN D MINOR FOR OBOE AND VIOLIN BWV 1060      JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH 

I don`t think I could survive without at least one work by Bach. I tend to think that some of Bach`s most 
inspiring music comes from parts of his output which are not associated with the Lutheran Chorale 
tradition. This popular concerto is full of energy and a wonderful sense of dialogue between the solo 
instruments. It has an infectious vitality and is a master-class in writing joyous music in a minor key! 

 
Penny Cowman 
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WINTERREISE- FRANZ SCHUBERT 

This choice manages to combine three of my favourite artists/composers in one recording. Dietrich 
Fischer-Dieskau has very few rivals as a singer of German Lieder; he is accompanied by Alfred Brendel, 
probably the greatest exponent of Schubert`s keyboard music; then there is the sublime music itself, 
flowing from the pen of one of the greatest song-writers.  

THE KINGDOM- EDWARD ELGAR 

Elgar was bound to feature in my list of records. I spent my boyhood around the lovely Malvern Hills and 
had a close association with the Three Choirs` Festival. Elgar`s music is very much in the air in that part of 
the world. As an oratorio, The Kingdom is less well-known than Gerontius, but it is a very fine work and 
that great Elgarian, Sir Adrian Boult preferred it as a piece. It was intended as part of a trilogy together 
with The Apostles and a third work which was not completed. I think I would choose the Boult recording 
which has an authenticity about it. In fact, Boult looked rather like Sir Edward with his Edwardian-style 
moustache and dignified manner.   

A SEA SYMPHONY- RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS 

This is one of my favourite large choral works, with its very arresting opening and vivid score. I remember 
singing it as a student in the Cambridge University Musical Society (CUMS) under the baton of the great 
Sir David Willcocks. We performed it in King`s Chapel and then took it to the Aldeburgh Festival, a 
wonderful venue for the subject of the piece, within sight of the North Sea and the Suffolk coast. I have 
had the pleasure of conducting it several times over the years. I suppose that the second movement would 
be particularly appropriate in my situation- entitled `On the beach at night alone`! 

CONCERTO FOR DOUBLE STRING ORCHESTRA – MICHAEL TIPPETT 

When I first started collecting records (LPs) a rather long time ago, one of the first discs I bought included 
this work, and I have loved it ever since. The outer movements have a wonderful sense of rhythmic vitality 
and the middle movement is hauntingly beautiful with atmospheric solos for violin and `cello and some 
very telling, bluesy false relations. 

DIE WALKÜRE-  RICHARD Wagner 

I am a late convert to the music of Wagner. In fact, I have been rather blown away by listening to the 
complete Ring Cycle on Radio 3 this month. It was quite a marathon but very rewarding as well as quite 
draining! I think it would be a little greedy to ask for the whole cycle of 4 massive operas, so I will select 
the final scene from Die Walküre which is a very moving farewell duet between Wotan and Brünnhilde as 
she is consigned to an enforced sleep, protected by a ring of fire.  My preference would be a recording 
which has Sir John Tomlinson as Wotan, a magnificent voice and Wagner specialist. 

INTRODUCTION AND ALLEGRO- MAURICE RAVEL  

I wanted to include a chamber work and something French, so I`ve gone for Ravel`s lovely work for harp, 
flute, clarinet and string quartet. This was written in 1905 to show off a new double-action pedal harp. 
The particular combination of instruments makes for some beautiful colours and textures.  

THE INK SPOTS (collection of songs) 

The Ink Spots were a very popular, American vocal quartet in the 1930s and 40s and had some great hits 
with numbers such as “If I didn`t care”. The style is quite dreamy and easy on the ear, and would be ideal 
as gentle background music whilst having a relaxing doze under a palm tree. To be honest, one song 
sounds very much like another, but I don`t mind. 

MARCH “OUT OF THE BLUE”- HUBERT BATH 

This is my bonus disc (if Steve Martin can have nine, then so can I!)*. It dates from 1931 and was written 
for the RAF Marching Band. Since 1948 it has been the theme music for a great British institution, radio`s 
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Sports Report at 5pm every Saturday afternoon. As 
a keen football follower, this rousing tune has 
always heralded the reading of the results when all 
other cares of the world are suspended whilst one 
listens to the fate of one`s favourite teams. It was 
always a bit tight getting back from evensong in 
time for a mug of tea and this evocative march.   

If I had to choose one disc it would be a close call 
between Bach and Elgar. Since retiring from full-
time music I have really enjoyed having time to 
read. I always come back to the novels of Thomas 
Hardy and hope I could take with me a 
compendium of his works. 

As for a luxury, I think my first choice would be a 
decent, weatherproof piano with a supply of 
standard piano music (Mozart, Beethoven etc) and 
if possible a copious supply of manuscript paper, 
pencils etc. My second choice would be a tool-box 
so that I could try to build a shelter. It would be 
helpful if this could come with `DIY for Dummies`! 

Andrew Millington 

* This will be the last bonus disc allowed. It is included here so that organists can get even with clergy, the 
Revd Steve Martin having initiated rule breaking in the February issue. Future bonus discs will be banned. 
 

James Lancelot looks back on his career – Part 4, Durham Cathedral 

There are two things to say about Durham at the 
outset. The first is that anybody who visits the 
cathedral is unlikely ever to forget the experience; 
its massive Norman interior and its position high 
above the River Wear and facing Durham Castle 
(home of the Prince Bishops; cf Psalm 48 verses 1 
& 2!) are unforgettable. Nikolaus Pevsner ranks it 
alongside Prague and Avignon; in England, only 
Arundel even begins to compare. The second is 
that whatever church or cathedral in the whole 
world I visit, I will never say “I wish I could have 
been Organist there”; for me, nothing can 
compare with having held the post at Durham. 

What is it that gives this place its unique 
character?  It is, I am sure, the presence of the 
relics of two saints, Cuthbert and Bede.  It is 
through Bede, the most learned man in Europe of 
his time (though he never travelled more than a 
few miles from Jarrow) that we learn of Cuthbert 
– a saint who seems known to us not through 
ancient manuscripts or stained-glass windows but 
through the folk memory of the people of the 

north east. We know the places in which he lived 
and through which he travelled, some of them like 
Lindisfarne almost unchanged to this day. And his 
spirituality shines through now as it did then. It is 
his influence and ongoing presence that does 
much to shape and colour the cathedral’s daily 
liturgy, and it is his relics, and Bede’s, that bring 
many a pilgrim there. 

 

 
Andrew Millington at the Parsons organ in Exeter Cathedral 

James Lancelot wearing his doctoral hood in front of one of 
Durham's famous spiral columns 
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Michaelmas Day, Sunday 29 September 1985, was 
my final day in office at Winchester.  On Monday 
we packed the removal van; on Tuesday we 
travelled north; on Wednesday we unpacked; and 
on Thursday morning I took my first Chorister 
practice, conducting Evensong on Friday 4 
October for the first time.  Thereafter life was 
more or less non-stop until the final Carol Service 
on 28 December (and the following month I 
persuaded the Chapter that in future the choir 
would finish on Christmas Day!).  At that time 
Evensong was sung every day; by the boys only on 
Monday and the men on Thursday, otherwise full, 
and with Matins and Holy Communion (1662) on 
Sunday mornings.  After 1990 Mondays became 
said, or sung by a visiting choir, at the request of 
school inspectors; save on Saints’ Days. 

I inherited a choir of twenty boy Choristers, six Lay 
Clerks and six Choral Scholars. The boys all 
boarded at the Chorister School within the 
precincts, a preparatory school founded in about 
1416 which by now had expanded to include non-
Choristers.  The Scholars had been introduced 
during Conrad Eden’s time, much to the benefit of 
the choir; the combination of experience and 
maturity on the one hand and youthful freshness 
and enthusiasm on the other is an ideal mixture – 
besides which the presence of the Lay Clerks acts 
as a brake on possible youthful indiscretions on 
the Scholars’ part! Enough boys presented 
themselves at voice trials for one to be able to 
whittle the applicants down to a shortlist, besides 
which many of them had already had experience 
in parish choirs and virtually all were able to read 

music; this situation was to change drastically 
over the next thirty years.   

As for the organ, it can be described only in 
superlatives.  Built by Henry Willis in 1877, it was 
rebuilt and enlarged by Harrison & Harrison in 
1905, 1935 and 1970 – the latter rebuild, thanks 
to Conrad Eden and Cuthbert Harrison, a sensitive 
and wise remodelling at a time when many similar 
instruments were being spoilt. Its completeness, 
its layout, its voicing and the unusually good 
balance between divisions enable it to fulfil its 
many varied functions with musicality and 
beauty. Thirty-two years were not enough for me 
to explore every possible aspect of it, though I 
certainly tried. I shall always miss it. 

 

 

The famous view of the Peninsula - a UNESCO World Heritage site, from the Railway Station 

The Durham organ is divided behind and above the 
choir stalls, but placed rather higher than at Salisbury 
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Richard Lloyd, arriving in Durham in 
1974, inherited a vast repertoire – 
no, “not a repertoire but a library” as 
the senior Lay Clerk told me; 
Stanford in C (Morning, Communion 
and Evening) was sung once a year – 
on Christmas Day! Richard pruned 
the repertoire a good deal, much to 
the choir’s benefit; I continued the 
process while at the same time, like 
Richard, introducing new material. I 
also started to think about 
commissioning new music for the 
choir. This had not been done before; Richard 
himself composed prolifically for the choir, and to 
my delight he continued to do so in my time both 
through commissions and out of the kindness of 
his heart. But the first outside commission was 
from John Tavener, whose Ikon of Saint Cuthbert 
of Lindisfarne, written for the 1300th anniversary 
of St Cuthbert’s death, became a staple for his 
feast day. Further commissions have followed 
over the years from Francis Grier, John Casken, 
James MacMillan, Michael Berkeley and others. 

Over a period of thirty-two years there were 
inevitably many special occasions, including the 

installation of three new Deans and 
the enthronement of no fewer than 
four new Bishops.  The choice of 
Durham for the final of the Church 
Times’ Preacher of the Year 
competition found me informing the 
Choristers that they would be singing 
at a service which would include six 
sermons, an occasion which proved 
much more enjoyable in reality than 
in prospect! Tours, while subsidiary 
to the choir’s central work, were 
beneficial in terms of team bonding 

and polishing of repertoire through multiple 
performances; as well as several visits to the 
continent, tours of the USA in 1994 (to celebrate 
the cathedral’s 900th anniversary the previous 
year) and of Brazil in December 2000 (in 
sweltering heat!) were memorable occasions. 

From the outset I had been very aware that the 
cathedral was offering Choral Scholarships to 
male undergraduates, but that the wealth of vocal 
talent among women undergraduates was finding 
no comparable outlet.  Besides that, I felt that 
festivals such as Candlemas, Ash Wednesday and 
Ascension Day needed marking by more than just 

 

 

Durham's mighty Norman nave 

Richard Lloyd 
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one sung service. In 1997 I persuaded the Chapter 
to found Durham Cathedral Consort of Singers, an 
auditioned choir of about 24 which would include 
both students and townspeople; from the 
moment of its inception the choir has played a 
significant role in the cathedral’s music-making, 
and we have never looked back. 

Of course that still left the girl pupils who by now 
had joined the Chorister School with no chance of 
a role in the choir. While I had been moved by 
Richard Seal’s enthusiasm for his great work at 
Salisbury, I felt it wise to wait until some questions 
which to me needed answering were resolved 
before taking such a massive step as introducing 
a second top line. But by 2008 it was clear that the 
Chapter wished girls to be introduced, and to 
their credit and my great pleasure they agreed 

that if we were to do so then they would be 
admitted on exactly the same terms and with the 
same status as the boys; all as boarders, with the 
same level of scholarship and (eventually) the 
same workload.  I refused to have the term “girls’ 
choir” used; the girls were simply Cathedral 
Choristers. And I did not note on the music lists 
which top line was to sing which service – an 
omission which led to some near-misses when I 
confused myself and came near to putting down 
music which was not in that team’s repertoire!  
The girls sang (with the men of course) for the first 
time on All Saints’ Day 2009 following voice trials 
which brought home to me how much talent we 
had been missing over the years, and after several 
months of intensive preparation. 

The girls’ presence has enriched the choir and the 
cathedral significantly, not only as a visual 
statement of the church’s commitment to 
inclusiveness but also through their own 
distinctive musicality, enthusiasm and dedication. 
The boys too have benefited through a lightening 
of their workload which has enabled them to have 
more rehearsal time and consequently the 
inclusion of more challenging repertoire. Any 
resentment they might have felt at the spotlight 
shone on the girls at the time of their arrival was 
fortuitously and providentially forestalled by the 
boys’ participation in the massively-publicised 
Memorial Service for Bobby Robson (attended by 

 

 
Tomb of the Venerable Bede in the Galilee Chapel 

Tomb of St Cuthbert in the Chapel of the nine altars 
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some footballers of whom even I had heard) and 
by their participation in a DVD being made in the 
cathedral by Sting. 

None of anything that we achieved would have 
been possible without the support of Choristers 
and men, and in particular of three successive 
Sub-Organists – Ian Shaw, Keith Wright and 
Francesca Massey – all of whom brought 
excellence and flair to their work both upstairs 
and with the choir. And among many Choristers, 
Andrew Kennedy and Daniel Hyde stand out in 
particular. 

From time to time not everything went quite as 
one would wish, and live broadcasts were always 
times when one needed to guard against the 
unexpected.  A live transmission of Daily Service 
from the Nave with boys and piano was a case in 
point; five minutes before we went on the air, the 
pedals fell off the piano and the Head Chorister 
sprang a nose-bleed. The nose-bleed defeated us, 
but I did manage to fix the pedals. (I am not sure 
whether the time has yet come to tell of the 
occasion when, led astray by running trains at 
home on my model railway between the 
rehearsal and the service I was very nearly late in 
returning to the cathedral with the Choristers for 
a live BBC Choral Evensong…). 

The life of the University, the only collegiate 
university in England outside Cambridge and 
Oxford, colours both city and cathedral to a large 

extent.  I was passionate about student singers 
having the opportunity to sing the great oratorio 
repertoire in the building, and the offer of 
conductorship of the University Choral Society 
brought me twenty-seven busy but happy years of 
music-making with a student chorus and latterly a 
student orchestra, during which we performed 
many of the staple items of the repertoire as well 
as exploring some by-ways and one new 
commission from Will Todd. 

All good things come to an end, and remembering 
Peter Hurford’s reflection to me in 1988 that 
being a cathedral organist was a young man’s 
game, I decided at the age of 64 that it was time 
to accept that, and I retired from Durham – and, I 
thought, from choir training.  Little did I know that 
terms of residence at Worcester Cathedral and 
New College, Oxford awaited me!  But those are 
stories for another day. 

James Lancelot 

 

 

The Neville screen (1380) which scholars think might be derived 
from the lost reredos at Exeter (c1325) – see book review 

Durham Cathedral high above the River Wear 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
EXETER CATHEDRAL 

Diane Walker 

This new guidebook, written by a member of the 
EDOA, is a welcome replacement to its 
predecessor. It is beautifully illustrated with 
numerous photographs, many seen here for the 
first time. They show not only grand views of the 
building both outside and in, but also many details 
which might escape the naked eye when looking 
at the cathedral itself – bosses, statues, 
misericords, and other carvings. 

The text takes the reader on a tour of the 
cathedral starting outside the west front, peeping 
into the Grandisson chantry chapel, before 
moving into the nave. Here the reader learns not 
only about significant architectural features such 
as the vault and the minstrels’ gallery, but also 
details such as the font and martyrs’ pulpit and 
the stories behind them. From the nave we are 
taken to the crossing and transepts where we 
learn about unseen features, such as the ring of 
bells in the south tower, the Peter bell in the north 
tower and, of course, the astronomical clock. 

In the quire and presbytery we read about 
Thomas of Witney’s famous pulpitum screen and 
the organ that surmounts it as well the services 
that take place in this part of the building. Our 
attention is drawn to the stalls and misericords, 
the throne, the sedilia and lost reredos, and 
medieval glass. In the eastern aisles and chapels 
we are shown the tombs of various bishops 
including the nationally important effigy of 
Bronescombe and the ledger stone over the grave 
of Bishop Peter Quivil, complete with its Latin pun 
on the name Peter. Here are pictures illustrating 
easily overseen details such as beautifully carved 
bosses, the medieval painting of St Apollonia with 
her dental forceps holding an extracted tooth, 
Oldham’s rebus, the early sixteenth-century 
painting of the Assumption, and modern corbels 
depicting the head virger’s cat, a rugby player etc, 
all intelligibly explained. Eventually we visit the 
chapter house and cloister where we learn the 
unfortunate history of their change of use over 
the centuries and finally we are introduced to the 
library and archives and their collections, 

including items of national or global significance, 
such as the Exon Domesday, the fabric rolls and 
the Exeter Book. 

The welcome by the Dean which opens the book 
and the concluding account of cathedral life 
today, by the Canon Chancellor, introduce the 
visitor to the cathedral’s function as a living, 
working and worshipping community rather than 
its more superficially visible existence as an 
historical monument or work of art. 

This book is the result of extensive research and 
knowledge accumulated over several years. Not 
for nothing did Jonathan Foyle consult its author 
when writing his own recent book on the 
cathedral. The book is attractive to look at, easy 
to read and contains a wealth of historic, artistic 
and architectural information, all presented in a 
way that is easy to understand and enjoy. There 
should be a copy in the homes of all cathedral 
clergy, staff, volunteers and congregation, not to 
mention their friends and families. At £6:00 it’s a 
snip. Available from the Cathedral Shop, e-
mail: shop@exeter-cathedral.org.uk  
Telephone: 01392 271354. 

Peter King 

 

48 pages; 220 x 210 mm, 
99 photographs with plan, £6:00 
The new souvenir guidebook by Diane Walker 

mailto:shop@exeter-cathedral.org.uk
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The BIG BOOK OF PIPE ORGANS 
KSENIA BÖNIG 

If you know of a youngster who shows an interest 
in the organ, the Big Book of Pipe Organs is an 
appealing publication and child-friendly. It is 
published by the German Guild of Organ Builders, 
written/illustrated by Ksena Bönig and translated 
into fluent English. It explains the basics of organ 
building with the aid of colourful illustrations in a 
cartoon style rather akin to Hoffnung. The size is 
A4, hardback with 28 sturdy pages, including a 4-
page pullout featuring the organ-builder`s 
workshop. It concentrates on the fundamentals of 
organ construction- pipes, wind, console, tracker 
action. It covers the basics without getting too 
technical (my kind of book!). 

It is a little difficult to pinpoint an ideal age-range 
for this book as the text requires more maturity 
than the pictures. It may be that a child would 
instantly enjoy the illustrations and then grow 
into the written content. My guess is that 
inquisitive children aged 7-10 would respond to it. 
The back cover describes the aim of the book – 

“For all children and parents who would like to 
discover the secrets of the pipe organ”. 

It could make an unusual and imaginative 
birthday or Christmas present. 

Andrew Millington 
 

The Big Book of Pipe Organs can be purchased at 
£15 per copy from Michael Farley: 
Tel: 01395 442842;  e-mail: yelraf@hotmail.co.uk 

Cheques to M J Farley 
BACS Payment (preferred): 

Mr M J Farley 
Sort Code 20-30-47   Acc No. 80364339 

 

 

 

28 pages; 230 x 326mm, 28 pages 
£15:00 from Michael Farley 

 

mailto:yelraf@hotmail.co.uk
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The first of four articles on matters of interest surrounding the organs in Ian Carson’s 
Organ Quiz for Travelling Nerds. 

ORGAN 1 was the 1968 instrument by the 
Swedish builder Grønlund at Trondenes Church in 
the Lofoten Islands of Norway. I came across it 
through Colin Andrews, whose recital there was 
part of the midsummer Arctic Arts Festival 
centred on the nearby port of Harstad. I recorded 
his recital for BBC Radio 3. 

The fortified church housing the organ is close to 
the sea shore and is 200 miles north of the Arctic 
Circle.  It dates from about 1435 and has been for 
much of its history the most northerly stone-built 
church in the world (the furthest north church 
pipe organ [for your personalised Trivial Pursuit] 
is at Qaanaaq in Greenland); before the 
Reformation it was the northernmost outpost of 
the Roman Catholic Church and the main church 
for Northern Norway throughout the medieval 
period. Trondenes church was a bastion against 

marauding tribes from Finland, and against the 
expanding Russian Orthodox Church. The building 
is famous for its decorations including three 
Gothic Tryptichs, possibly by Bernhard Notke. He 
flourished in Lübeck a couple of centuries before 
Buxtehude - who must have passed his most 
famous work in the Marienkirche daily - the 
painting known as the Danse macabre*. 

The Trondenes tryptichs were allegedly paid for in 
fish! As a measure of the expected length of the 
sermons the pulpit features an hourglass!  The 
organ case in the rear gallery dates from 1700, but 
the organ has been rebuilt several times. 

The memorial outside the church is to Russian 
prisoners of war who died building a gun 
emplacement to protect the strategic port of 
Narvik as part of Hitler’s Atlantic Ring of defences.    
Only one gun has been preserved, and it would 
make a very effective bass organ pipe, with a 
diameter of over 16” and a length of 37 feet, 
outgunned of course by 
the organ of Sydney 
Town Hall whose largest 
pipe is literally 64 feet 
long. 

 

Trondenes Church, painting by 
Mathias Stoltenberg, 1838. 
Oslo National Gallery 

 

Colin Andrews at the organ of 
Trondenes Church on the 

occasion of his recital 

 

Memorial to Russian soldiers at Trondenes 

Central panel of Altarpiece triptych 
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However I doubt the organ pipe would have a 
range of up to 34 miles... 

The Russian POWs who built the gun 
emplacements endured sub-human conditions 
beyond imagination, not helped by Stalin’s refusal 
to sign the Geneva Convention. Nazi-Germans 
classified Slavs as Untermenschen and treated 

them accordingly. Accounts of the numbers who 
died vary widely, but after the bodies were 
exhumed and reburied the official Norwegian 
account states that nearly 700 were shot and the 
remaining 1100 or so showed signs of starvation. 

 

That anyone could defile such a beautiful and 
sacred place with such atrocities defies 
belief..............  

 

*This famous painting, also known as the 
Totentanz survived as an eighteenth century copy 
until destroyed by bombing in 1942. The chapel in 
which it was hung contained the famous 
Totentanz organ, to which you may find reference 
in volumes of Buxtehude’s music.  A partial copy 
of the painting still exists in Tallinn, Estonia. You 
might like to note that the painting portrayed 
Death as a flautist. 

Ian Carson   

The surviving gun 

Russian prisoners of war Russian prisoners of war 

© Michael Clarke 
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NERDY CORNER 

This month we return to the competition, devised by Andrew Millington, in which for a full mark on any 
question it is necessary to name both the musician and the building with which (s)he is associated and to 
get the correct pairing. The quiz is set by the editor. Answers should be submitted to the editor at 
kingpeter@btinternet.com – please note the new e-mail address. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

   

Organist 1 Organist 2 

Organist 3 

Organist 4 
Organist 5 

Organist 6 

Organist 7 
Organist 8 Organist 9 

Organist 10 Organist 11 Organist 12 

mailto:kingpeter@btinternet.com
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Building 1 

Building 2 

Building 3 Building 4 

Building 5 

Building 6 

Building 7 
Building 8 

Building 9 

Building 10 

Building 11 

Building 12 
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NERDY ANSWERS 
The pairs of letters in bold are the last two letters of the first and last names of a composer, or of a 

collection to be named. In some cases more than one correct answer is available. 
 

1 ROBERT SCHUMANN 

2 GEORG  TELEMANN 

3 HENDRIK ANDRIESSEN 

4 CARL  NIELSEN 

5 PETR  EBEN 

6 OLIVIER MESSIAEN 

7 FRANCK MARTIN 

8 LOUIS  DAQUIN 
 LOUIS  COUPERIN 

9 FRANÇOIS COUPERIN 

10 JEHAN  ALAIN 

11 BUXHEIMER ORGELBUCH 
WALTER  DAMROSCH 

12 HEALEY WILLAN 

13 YORK  BOWEN 

14 KENNETH LEIGHTON 

15 CALVIN HAMPTON 
 MARTIN PEERSON 

16 CÉSAR  FRANCK 

17 JAN  SWEELINCK 

18 ENRICO BOSSI 
 DOMENICO PARADISI 

19 DOMENICO ZIPOLI 

20 GIROLAMO FRESCOBALDI 

 

Congratulations to MARGARET BLACKMORE who got seventeen correct answers – 85% and is accordingly 
declared NERD OF THE MONTH. This is Margaret’s second coronation as Nerd; she first won the title in 
October 2019. 

Our RESIDENT NERD is still PETER JOHNSON who won Nerd of the Month in April, May & June 2020. He 
will retain the title until somebody else wins in three consecutive months. 

 

Calendar of forthcoming events 

Saturday 17th April at 2.30pm  St Michael's Lyme Regis 
(South Wessex Organ Society event)  Masterclass by Andrew Millington. 
 

There is room for up to 4 more players (charge £10:00), and observers will be welcome (admission free). 
Those intending to come should please notify Richard Godfrey in advance 
(e-mail rgodfrey78@hotmail.com or tel 01297 445709) because of possible restriction of numbers due 
to social distancing requirements. 

If the pandemic makes it impossible to hold the event, notice will be given at the end of March. 
 

Please note the changed date of the President’s Evening: 
NB, 8th July 2021 Exe River cruise on the Tudor Rose. 

Buffet supper, cash bar. 

Departs Exmouth Quay 6:45pm, 

returns 9:45pm 

 

 

 The Tudor Rose on the Exe 

mailto:rgodfrey78@hotmail.com

